
Global Business and International Trade

The classical model of international trade, HO theorem 
and its aftermath



Outline of today’s lecture
• Classical theory of international trade
• Modern theories of international trade
• Some proofs
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Classical theory of international trade
• First developed by Adam Smith (in The Wealth of Nations -

1776)
– Theory of absolute advantages

• Other economists made important contributions to this theory
– David Ricardo (Robert Torrens) – theory of comparative advantages
– John Stuart Mill
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Classical model of international trade
• Why is classical model still relevant (has survived for 

more than 200 years)?
– It helps us understand the basis for a mutually beneficial 

trading relationship that can occur between countries
–Plus it illustrates the gains from international specialization 

in production
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
• Smith saw factories becoming important tools of production
– Of which main advantage was (described by Smith) that each worker 

specialized in a certain task

• As a result of specialization, the output of the factory far 
exceeded the sum of what each worker could produce by 
working on his or her own

• Smith called this process the division of labor
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
• Taking it to a higher level, we can apply the same principles to 

the whole world production
• We can think of two situations:

1) If each country remained in autarky
2) If countries specialized in production of only a few goods – that 

would be International division of labor
• Again, that would lead to a level of world production that would far exceed 

the sum of autarky production levels
• And the surplus produced could be divided among countries so that all 

would have more than without trade
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
• But the world and economic situation Smith lived in was to 

large extent different
• The then prevailing system was known as mercantilism. 

Mercantilists‘ aim was to increase exports and decrease 
imports using practices like taxes or bans on imports

• Smith criticized it and published his views in The Wealth of 
Nations
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
• To be able to assess the impact of international division of 

labor on production determination and on levels of 
international trade, a model of a country engaged in 
international trade must be developed

• We have to add 5 new assumptions to our previous ones that 
described closed economies only
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
ASSUMPTION 8

• Factors of production cannot move between countries
ØIt guarantees that a nation‘s PPF does not change shape or 

location once international trade begins
ØBut it implies that labor force migration or multinational 

corporation are not allowed to exist
ØThen there is no reason for wage rates, when measured in the 

same currency, to be equal between countries even after trade 
begins 
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
ASSUMPTION 9

• There are no barriers to trade
ØNo tariffs, quotas or even transport costs

ØImportant implication of this assumption is that once trade 
begins, prices of the same goods must be identical worldwide

ØOPL
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
ASSUMPTION 10

• Exports must pay for imports
ØIn other words, trade must be balanced

ØYou have to sell goods (and get paid in foreign currency) to be able 
to purchase goods from abroad (you have to pay for it with foreign 
currency)

ØThis assumption does not held well in real world, because you can 
get financing other ways
ØThrough investment revenues
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
ASSUMPTION 11

• Labor is the only relevant factor of production in terms of 
productivity analysis or costs of production
ØClassical economists believed in a theory of price determination 

known as the labor theory of value
ØThe price of a good is determined by the amount of labor it took to produce it
ØIt could be easy to disprove (the same price of two goods with apparently 

different amount of labor used)
ØBut the economists assumed that in counting the amount of labor used in 

production, one should also include the labor to produce the physical capital 
employed in the production process
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
ASSUMPTION 12

• Production exhibits constant returns to scale between labor 
and output
ØBy this we mean that proportionate changes in all inputs lead to 

proportionate changes in output
ØDoubling all factors of production in a particular industry leads to double the 

original output level
ØIn our case it implies that there is a fixed ratio between the quantity of labor 

employed in the production process and the amount of output produced
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
• Now we can look, how our model (based on assumptions) fits 

together
• In the next table there are given fixed input/output ratios for 

the two industries S and T in countries A and B
– Numbers in the table reflect the hours it takes to make 1 unit of 

output of a certain good in a certain country
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
Product / Country A B

Soybeans 3 12

Textiles 6 4
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• Workers in country A can produce S in less time than workers in B, while workers in B have 
an edge in the ability to produce T

• A is said to have an absolute advantage in the production of S, B has an absolute 
advantage in the production of T

• Smith argued that the proper international division of labor would be one where countries 
specialized in the production of goods in which they have an absolute advantage (rather 
than producing both goods, as they would do in autarky, country A should concentrate on 
the production of S, and country B on the production of T)



Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
Country / Per unit gain In production of S In production of T

In A + 2 - 1

In B - 1 + 3

In world + 1 + 2
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• If both countries followed the principle, there should be some gain from the international 
division of labor

• Suppose the output of T is reduced by 1 unit in A, which frees up 6 more hours of labor 
that can participate on S production (can be raised by 2 units)

• In similar fashion, reducing the output of S in B by 1 unit release 12 hours of labor to the T 
industry and 3 additional units of T can be produced



Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
Country / Per unit gain In production of S In production of T

In A + 2 - 1

In B - 1 + 3

In world + 1 + 2
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• For the world as a whole, the output of S rises by 1 unit and the output of T rises by 2 
units – that is benefit from international division of labor

• Without using any new resources, total world output has risen and it has all come about 
following the simple rule that each country should concentrate on the production of those 
goods it produces most efficiently



Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
• The question is, what will persuade workers in each country to 

concentrate their efforts along the lines of absolute advantage 
(i.e. to change job) – the answer is that market forces will

• Under the condition of prices of goods being determined by 
their labor content and given the existence of perfect 
competition in each industry, price of a good in autarky is 
equal to the cost of labor inputs used in its production (W –
wage) times the amount of labor input
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
• We can determine pretrade ratios in country A

PS = WA x hoursSA = WA x 3
PT = WA x hoursTA = WA x 6

PS/PT in A = (WA x 3)/(WA x 6) = 3/6 = 1/2
Likewise

PS/PT in B = (WB x 12)/(WB x 4) = 12/4 = 3
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
• In autarky, S costs 1/2 units of T in A but 3 units of T in B
• Once trade begins, consumers in B will want to buy their S 

from A‘s producers, which will raise the demand for A‘s 
soybeans and the production has to rise

• In autarky, T costs 2 units of S in A but only 1/3 units of S in B
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
• Falling demand in A‘s textile industry leads to layoffs (workers 

leave for the expanding soybean industry)
• In B, where rising demand for textiles leads to an expansion of 

that industry, while the soybean industry shrinks
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Smith‘s model of absolute advantages
CONCLUSION

1) For variety of reasons, including differences in technology and 
climate, countries of the world differ in their ability to 
produce various goods

2) World output could expand if countries specialized in the 
production of goods in which they enjoy absolute advantage

3) This can be achieved by the natural outcome of market forces 
combined with free international trade (each good is 
cheapest in the country that has an absolute advantage in its 
production)
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Ricardo's model of comparative advantages
• Smith‘s theory is ok, but what if one country has absolute 

advantage in both goods?
• Then, countries should specialize where they have their 

greatest absolute advantage (when having absolute 
advantage in both goods) or in their least absolute 
disadvantage (when having an absolute advantage in neither 
good)

• This rule is known as the law of comparative advantage
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Ricardo's model of comparative advantages
Product / Country A B

Soybeans 3 12

Textiles 6 8
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• Workers in country A can produce both S and T in less time than workers in B
• But the strength of the absolute advantages of A is not identical for the two industries (A is 4 

times more efficient in the production of S, but only 25% more efficient in the production of T 
relative to country B)

• Because A‘s greatest absolute advantage is in the production of S, it is said to have a 
comparative advantage in S, and likewise, because B‘s least absolute disadvantage is in the 
production of T, it is said to have a comparative advantage in T



Ricardo's model of comparative advantages
Country / Per unit gain In production of S In production of T

In A + 2 - 1

In B - 1 + 1.5

In world + 1 + 0.5
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• According to the law of comparative advantages, there should be some gain from the 
international division of labor

• Supposed the output of T is reduces by 1 unit in A, which frees up 6 more hours of labor 
that can participate on S production (can be raised by 2 units)

• In similar fashion, reducing the output of S in B by 1 unit release 12 hours of labor to the T 
industry and 1.5 additional units of T can be produced



Ricardo's model of comparative advantages
Country / Per unit gain In production of S In production of T

In A + 2 - 1

In B - 1 + 1.5

In world + 1 + 0.5
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• For the world as a whole, the output of S rises by 1 unit and the output of T rises by 0.5
units – that is benefit from international division of labor

• Without using any new resources (and despite A having absolute advantage in both 
goods), total world output has risen and it has all come about following the simple law of 
comparative advantage

• All countries are better off by specializing in this fashion



The general equilibrium of the classical model

• We are able to derive the two countries directly 
• PPF‘s are straight lines (constant opportunity costs – equal to 

the country‘s pretrade relative price PS/PT)
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The pretrade equilibrium of the classical model

• If both countries live in autarky, competitive behavior will lead 
to general equilibrium solutions somewhere along each 
country‘s PPF 

• These points are determined by the tangency of the PPF with 
the country‘s set of CICs (as is indicated in the following figure 
by points K and L, respectively)
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The pretrade equilibrium of the classical model
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Source: Husted S., Melvin M.: International Economics; Pearson 2010, p. 63
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The posttrade equilibrium of the classical model
• What would now happen if the two countries were allowed to 

trade internationally?
• We know that the autarky price of S is lower in A than in B, while 

the autarky price of T is lower in B than in A
• Because there are no barriers to trade, the demand for S will rise 

in A and fall in B, which cause that the relative price of S will begin 
to rise in A and fall in B

• PS/PT will continue to move until a new equilibrium is reached –
international trade eq.
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The posttrade equilibrium of the classical model

• Now we have only one world price (known as terms of trade)
• Its determination:
– It will be between 1/2 (A‘s autarky price) and 3/2 (B‘s autarky price) 

(PS/PT)
– Producers in A would never sell S on the world market at a price 

below what they would receive in autarky (1/2) and B‘s consumers 
would never pay more than what they would pay for S in autarky 
(3/2) 
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The posttrade equilibrium of the classical model

• What will happen if TOT equal 3/4?
– In A, producers of S will want to expand their production (they 

receive more in international markets), producers of T will begin to 
contract output (they receive less in international markets)

– As T industry closes down in A, labor becomes available for the 
expansion of the S industry

– In the new equilibrium, A will produce only S
– Since analogous process is occurring in B, it will completely 

specialize in the production of T
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The posttrade equilibrium of the classical model
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Source: Husted S., Melvin M.: International Economics; Pearson 2010, p. 65
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The posttrade equilibrium of the classical model

• Features of TOT:
– Its slope is equal to the terms of trade
– The line is connected to each country‘s PPF at the international 

trade production point for that country
– It also represents the consumption possibility frontier for a country 

that engages in international trade
• Various combinations of goods a country can obtain for itself by taking 

advantage of international trade
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The posttrade equilibrium of the classical model

• What will be the consumption choices?
– At an international price of 3/4, country A‘s preferred consumption 

bundle is given by the tangency point of A‘s CIC with the TOT line
• Then 0H equals to domestic consumption of S, HJ to S exports, HI to 

domestic consumption of T and also imports
• The triangle HIJ is called country the A‘s trade triangle
• It tells us how much the residents of a country want to trade at a given 

world price
• Country B‘s trade triangle equals to MRN (exports are given by MR, imports 

by RN)
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The posttrade equilibrium of the classical model

• What country will benefit more from free trade?
– Gains from trade are directly related to the terms of trade – the 

closer they are to one country’s pretrade price ratio, the greater the 
gains for the other country.

– If countries of approx. equal size and similar patterns of 
consumption engage in international trade, the gains from trade will 
be divided about equally between them. 

– But the larger one country is relative to the other, the fewer gains 
from trade accrue to the larger country -> importance of being 
unimportant.
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The classical model
SUMMARY

1) It is not necessary for a country to possess absolute 
advantage in the production of any product of that country to 
be able to participate in international trade (only comparative 
advantage is required). A country has comparative advantage 
in the product that has a lower pretrade relative price than in 
the other country.
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The classical model
SUMMARY

2) International trade will occur along the lines of comparative 
advantage. Countries will export their comparative-advantage 
good in exchange for their comparative-disadvantage good. 
This is because the comparative-advantage good of each 
country will initially sell at a lower price than in other 
countries, hence establishing the desired pattern of trade.
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The classical model
SUMMARY

3) The international trade equilibrium is characterized by the 
following conditions: 
– There will be one world price - the terms of trade. 
– This price will lie somewhere between the autarky prices of the two 

countries. 
– It is established through the forces of international supply and 

demand.
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The classical model
SUMMARY

4) Countries gain from engaging in international exchange of 
production (as proved earlier). This can be also illustrated by 
new consumption equilibrium points that lies on higher CICs.
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The classical model
SUMMARY

5) This model has also some drawbacks:
– It is based on existing differences in productivity levels between 

countries, but their origin is not explained
– It predicts that once international trade is allowed, countries will 

entirely specialize in production of exportables and get out of 
producing import-competing goods
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Modern theories of international trade
• They relax some of the strict assumptions of the classical 

model
– The assumption of constant opportunity costs was abandoned, new 

theories use increasing opportunity costs (countries do not 
specialize entirely)

– The notion that trade arose due to differences in productivity levels 
between countries, but not explaining why these differences might 
exist
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The Heckscher-Ohlin model
• Two basic characteristics of countries and products
– Countries differ from each other according to the factors of production 

they possess
– Goods differ from each other according to the factors that are required in 

their production
• Then a country will be able to produce at a lower cost (and 

therefore having comparative advantage in) those products whose 
production requires relatively large amounts of the factors of 
production (known as factor endowments) with which that 
country is relatively well endowed
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The Heckscher-Ohlin model
ASSUMPTIONS

• In this case, we retain the first ten assumptions we‘ve already 
described

• But we have to drop the assumptions that labor is the only 
relevant factor of production (11) and that production 
exhibits constant returns to scale between labor and output 
(12) – these two pertain only to the classical model

• Instead, we add five new assumptions
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The Heckscher-Ohlin model
ASSUMPTION 13

• There are two factors of production: 
– labor (L), and
– capital (K). 

• Furthermore, owners of capital are paid a rental payment (R) 
for the services of their assets. Labor receives a wage payment 
(W).
ØThis relaxes one of the strict assumptions of the classical model
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The Heckscher-Ohlin model
ASSUMPTION 14

• The technology sets available to each country are identical
ØIt says that for any good, producers in both countries have ready access to 

the same choices of production techniques
ØVarious methods exist for the production of most goods (they involve the 

use of various quantities of L vs K inputs)
ØBut the actual choice of production technique made by producers in each 

country will depend upon factor prices in those countries
ØThat is, if labor is relatively cheap compared with capital in A vs B, then 

textile producers in A will tend to use more labor-intensive technologies 
than textile producers in B
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The Heckscher-Ohlin model
ASSUMPTION 15

• In both countries, production of one good (say T) always 
requires more labor per machine than the production of the 
other good (say S). 
ØIt says that T is more labor intensive than S (or S is more capital 

intensive than T)
LT/KT > LS/Ks

ØWe emphasize the notion of relative labor intensity (not number of 
workers but workers per machine)
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The Heckscher-Ohlin model
ASSUMPTION 16

• Countries differ in their endowments of factors of production, 
L and K
ØWe will assume that A is relatively capital abundant, while B is 

relatively labor abundant
ØA country is relatively labor abundant if the total workforce relative

to the total capital stock is greater than in the other country
KA/LA > KB/LB

ØRelative differences matter, not total population or capital stock of a 
country
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The Heckscher-Ohlin model
• PPF of a country
– Since the two goods differ in factor intensity in both countries, the 

PPFs of each country will exhibit increasing opportunity costs
– But they will not have the same shapes
• Because country B is assumed to be relatively labor abundant and good T is 

assumed to be relatively labor intensive, we would expect B‘s PPF to lie 
primarily along the T axis
• By identical reasoning, we would expect A‘s PPF to lie primarily along the S 

axis
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The Heckscher-Ohlin model
ASSUMPTION 17

• Tastes in the two countries are identical
ØCommunity indifference curves for the two countries are identical
ØThis is quite strong assumption
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The Heckscher-Ohlin theorem
• Country will have comparative advantage in, and therefore will 

export, that good whose production is relatively intensive in 
the factor of production with which that country is relatively 
well endowed

• From the next diagram, it is clear that
(PS/PT)A < (PS/PT)B

• Country A has a comparative advantage in the production of 
good S (S was assumed to be the capital-intensive good and 
that A was assumed to be the capital-abundant country)
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The Heckscher-Ohlin theorem
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Source: Husted S., Melvin M.: International Economics; Pearson 2010, p. 93
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The Heckscher-Ohlin theorem
• Before we get to the international trade equilibrium, we 

analyze effects on a single country.
• Once trade is allowed, then differences in relative prices will 

not persist.
• Thus price of S will begin to rise in A and fall in B (and vice 

versa), because of initially low or high values.
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The Heckscher-Ohlin theorem
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Source: Husted S., Melvin M.: International Economics; Pearson 2010, p. 94



The Heckscher-Ohlin theorem
• What now happens in country A when the price of S starts to 

rise:
– New production point – lower production of T, larger production of S 

– points X
– New consumption point – higher consumption of T (imports VC), 

higher consumption of S (despite exports VX)
– Triangle VCX represents the amount of goods under trade
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The Heckscher-Ohlin theorem
• But how much will be traded?
– Depends on the relative price (and its change from the equilibrium 

prices of both countries)
– This price (TOT) will be determined by supply and demand forces in 

both domestic and international environment – reciprocal demand
– In a diagram – condition of international equilibrium is reached when 

the trade triangles for both countries are congruent
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The Heckscher-Ohlin theorem
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Source: Husted S., Melvin M.: International Economics; Pearson 2010, p. 96



The Heckscher-Ohlin theorem
• After trade begins and equilibrium is reached, then:
– In country A: production XA, consumption CA, exports VAXA, imports 

VACA

– In country B: production XB, consumption CB, exports VBXB, imports 
VBCB

– Both triangles have congruency property
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The Heckscher-Ohlin theorem
• Characteristics of equilibrium:
– Neither country completely specializes in the production of its 

comparative-advantage good
– Incomplete specialization is a result of increasing opportunity costs
– Because of this, reciprocal demand leads to an equilibrium price by 

inducing changes in both demand and supply
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The Heckscher-Ohlin model
SUMMARY

• This model holds that comparative advantage is determined by 
the underlying factor endowments of a country relative to 
endowments in the rest of the world

• Country has comparative advantage in those goods whose 
production is intensive in the factors with which that country is 
relatively well endowed

• It predicts that in equilibrium each country will continue to 
produce some of both goods
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Some new HO theorems
• The Rybczynski theorem
– At constant world prices, if a country experiences an increase in the 

supply of one factor, it will produce more of the product whose 
production is intensive in that factor and less of the other product

– This increase would lead to an outward shift in country's PPF (the 
new shape of it would be dependent on specifics of that country)
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Some new HO theorems
• The factor price equalization theorem
– Under the strict assumptions of the HO model, free trade will lead to 

an international equalization of individual factor prices
– A is abundant in capital and scarce in labor, thus wages are high, 

while rents are low
– When trade begins, A will increase production of S and contract 

production of T
– S industry employs relatively more capital per worker than T industry 

does
© Radek Čajka 2020
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Some new HO theorems
• The factor price equalization theorem
– So in A the additional demand for capital (S) will be higher than its 

additional supply (T)
– In the factor markets there are an excess supply of labor at the initial wage 

and an excess demand for capital at the existing rental rate – for the 
equilibrium to return, we would expect that wages would fall in A and 
rents would rise

– In B, rents must fall and wages must rise.
– All this under the condition that all assumptions, especially no barriers to 

trade and access to identical technology, must hold perfectly
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Some new HO theorems
• The Stolper-Samuelson theorem
– It predicts that trade benefits the abundant factors of a country and 

harms the scarce factors
– Changes in factor prices based on FPE theorem
– The abundant factor enjoys an increase in its payment for productive 

efforts, while the scarce factor loses
– The introduction of international trade means that manufacturers 

using scarce factor in one country must now compete with 
manufacturers using more abundant factor in the other country
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Some new HO theorems
• The Stolper-Samuelson theorem
– Implications:
• Some groups have a reason to oppose international trade
• In classical model everyone benefits, because no wages adjustment is needed 

to guarantee full employment (due to complete specialization workers change 
industries)
• In the HO model, scarce factors must agree to a cut in their compensation to 

remain employed
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Some new HO theorems
• Final remarks:
– Even though some groups or individuals lose, the country overall 

gains from international trade
– After trade is established, each country consumes a bundle of goods 

that would not been attainable in autarky
– The gainers gain from trade more than the losers lose
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Tests of trade models
• Many economists have been trying to prove (or disprove) the 

presented trade models, based on comparative advantages
• Some of them are introducing new theories or new 

determinants of international trade
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Tests of trade models
• MacDougall’s test of the classical model
– He used data on exports (by industry) of US and UK to the rest of the 

world for 1937 (mutual trade was negligible), data on overall outputs 
and data on labor inputs, also by industry

– Based on this, he compared labor productivity and export 
performance on a industry-by-industry basis across the two countries
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Tests of trade models
• MacDougall’s test of the classical model
– H: those industries in which (after adjusting for differences in wages) 

labor productivity in US was high relative to that in UK, US exports 
should be high relative to UK exports

– He measured labor productivity as the average product of labor (APL) 
– industry output divided by industry labor input – and compared 
APLs for both countries
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Tests of trade models
• MacDougall’s test of the classical model
– Since wages in US were twice the wages in UK, US should have 

comparative advantage in industries having APL ratio higher than 2
– Out of 25 industries, he confirmed classical model in total of 20 

industries
– Conclusion – evidence of a relationship between export performance 

and labor productivity
– His result has been both reconfirmed and refused by many 

economists
© Radek Čajka 2020
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Tests of trade models
• MacDougall’s test of the classical model
– Drawbacks:
• Not country-to-country study, but country-to-third country (but some say it 

can be extended to a large set of countries)
• Results do no completely rule out other models
• He did not control for the influence of other factors (transport costs, product 

differentiation or trade barriers)
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Tests of trade models
• Input-output table and Leontief paradox
– One of the most famous tests in the history of economics
– I-O table – describes the flows of goods and services between every sector 

of the economy
• Column entries refer to purchases made by a specific industry from all other specific 

industries
• Row entries refer to sales by a specific industry to all other specific industries in the 

economy
• It illustrates how interrelated industries are
• Must be accompanied with a set of information that details the labor and capital 

requirements for a fixed amount of output of a given industry
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Tests of trade models
• Input-output table and Leontief paradox
– Leontief used I-O table for 200 different US industries and also labor 

and capital requirements of each of them
– He applied it on external trade relations in an interesting experiment 

– suppose that US exports were decreased proportionately by 1 mil. 
USD and US imports were increased proportionately by 1 mil. USD. 
What would be the capital and labor requirements necessary to carry 
out this change in production levels?
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Tests of trade models
• Input-output table and Leontief paradox
– One would expect that US were capital abundant country and export 

capital-intensive goods and import labor-intensive goods
– Then the experiment would show that the amount of capital per 

worker idled by a hypothetical reduction in exports should exceed 
the amount of capital per worker needed to produce a hypothetical 
expansion of import competing products

– But what he found based on 1947 data …
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Tests of trade models
• Input-output table and Leontief paradox
– … was exactly the opposite!!!
– According to the experiment, US exports tend to be labor intensive 

relative to US imports – known as the Leontief paradox
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Tests of trade models
• Input-output table and Leontief paradox
– Possible explanations:
• US labor force is so productive to the rest of the world that US should more 

properly be viewed as being relatively labor abundant (Leontief)
• One should use three-factor model – including natural resources (J. Vanek)
• Prevailing US tariff structure (W. P. Travis)
• Violation of assumption 17 – identical tastes (high income vs. low income 

countries)
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Tests of trade models
• Input-output table and Leontief paradox
– Possible explanations:
• Different technologies between countries
• Paradox has vanished with years (Leontief, Baldwin, Stern and Maskus)
• Leamer resolved the paradox with using 11 factors in 58 countries – relative 

availability of any given factor of production is important in explaining the 
goods a country exports
• Some economist are using models with relaxed assumptions – differences in 

technologies for instance
• Some, based on disappointing empirical performance, choose other 

comparative advantage models
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Tests of trade models
• Revealed comparative advantages (Balassa index)

– Belief that comparative advantages of a country can be discovered by 
looking at commodity structure of that country

– xi
A – export of good i from country A

– XA – total exports from country A
– xi

W – world exports of good i
– XW – total world exports
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Tests of trade models
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Tests of trade models
0 food & live animals
1 beverages & tobacco
2 raw materials
3 fuels & lubricants
4 animal & vegetable oils
5 chemicals
6 manufactured goods
7 machinery & transport equipment
8 miscellaneous manufactures
9 others
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Alternative theories of comparative advantages

• Human skills theory
– Developed by Donald Keesing
– Instead of looking at differences in capital and labor across countries, 

he proposes focusing on differences in endowments and intensities 
of skilled and unskilled workers

– Countries with relatively large endowments of high-skilled labor will 
have comparative advantage in products that are relatively intensive 
in skilled labor
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Alternative theories of comparative advantages

• Product life cycle theory
– Developed by Raymond Vernon
– He argued that for manufactured goods comparative advantage may 

shift over time from one country to another – because of a product 
life cycle
• Stages: invention and testing in the marketplace, standardization (production, 

competition), decline
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Alternative theories of comparative advantages

• Product life cycle theory
– Comparative advantage shifts from inventing country to a country 

with low manufacturing costs (through exportation, product and its 
production become available)

– Could be a way how to explain the Leontief paradox – invention is 
labor intensive, production capital intensive

– Limited application – manufactured goods with some degree of 
technical sophistication
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Alternative theories of comparative advantages
• Similarity of preferences theory (by Stephen Linder)
– Alternative theory seeking comparative advantage of a country on the demand 

side rather than on the supply side
– Consumers have different preferences in consumption and only supranational 

production can satisfy them all – this is the advantage of international trade
– Then countries with similar standards of living will tend to consume similar types 

of goods (USA x Canada; USA x Liberia)
– Standard of living is determined by factor endowments of countries
– Thus countries with similar characteristics should have large trade volumes 

among them
– Only applies to differentiated manufactured products
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Alternative theories of comparative advantages

• Intraindustry trade
– Linder’s model provides an explanation for this phenomenon
• Countries both export and import the same kinds of products – trade is not 

based on supply, but demand characteristics (thus the Netherlands or the 
Czech Republic export and import beer; computers, airplanes)

– Countries with highest degrees of IIT are industrialized countries, 
developing countries show smaller proportion of it
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Alternative theories of comparative advantages

• Intraindustry trade
– Explanation of contradiction to classical models of comparative 

advantages:
• Transportation costs
• Different inputs used for manufacturing the „same“ product (e.g. table)
• Statistical interpretation – aggregation of data
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Summary – export/import characteristics are 
given by:

• Differences in labor costs
• Differences in factor endowments
• Differences in available technology
• Differences in human capital
• Geographical comparative advantages and disadvantages
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